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Abstract: 

The world has been experimenting with diverse technologies to conduct free elections, to fulfill the elementary needs of the people. It 

should be taken into account that no elector should be disenfranchised from their voting rights. Our main objective is to design a 

model to provide equitable elections. In this paper, the base line informat ion stored in the RFID tag provides topical reference data 

that mediate intensive computational prerequisite; it also provides easy match-on-card suigeneris feature and meet the constraint that 

only eligib le voters can cast their vote. Moreover, added tier of security is enforced as bio-metrics. It is seen that there is a noticeable  

diminution in the turnout rate of voters, especially the youth. To foster participation among all demographic groups, our design looks 

into the mult iple d imensions and notes all security requirements and provides an inexpensive solution based on RFID, GS M and 

fingerprint module in quest for elect ion legit imacy. 

 

Index Terms: Fingerprint, GSM, RFID (key words) 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

India’s general elections with 814 million elig ible voters broaden 

the vision of all conducting equitable elections, neutralizing the 

malevolent tendencies. Due to a result of rampant corruption in 

this exercise, the people have been raising dubious eyebrows 

about it and the general expression has prevailed that the 

democratic system has proved to be a boon only to a 

handbreadth of people having capital. The success of elections 

largely relies upon enlightened masses, scrupulous citizens. The 

common populace relapses into political indolence after the 

elections are over. On 9th Nov 2015, the former Chief Election 

Commission of India SY Quraishi stated that –“Booth capturing 

and other poll vio lations are history”. The Election Commission 

has taken Measures through vulnerability mappings to endeavor 

smooth elections. During the polls, several paramilitary forces 

are employed across India, surveillance cameras are placed at 

polling station. Despite of all these efforts, the coverage 

headlines reveals event different as chalk and cheese. During 

2014 General Elect ions in India, there were reports allegedly 

indulged in booth-capturing, proxy voting, missing names from 

the voters list, voter turnout to be greater than 100%. In Assam, 

miscreant polling officers were arrested after caught in rigging 

exercise and booth capturing. In Nagaland more than 40 booths, 

the voter turnout was more than 100%. In Haryana, Orissa and 

Maharashtra, there was report on missing names from the voter’s 

list i.e. approximately 6 million. In recent past, Bihar was related 

with the employment of manpower in elections for malicious 

frauds, but now cash inundates to lure voters. SY Quraishi has 

mentioned the use of currency in his book “Undocumented 

Wonder- the Making of Great Indian Elections” where he 

highlighted that politician’s  camouflage the use of black money 

to increase votes. Also during Jan 28, 2015, in Chattisgarh 

Panchayat polls, 50% of the candidates elected unopposed as the 

rebels looted ballot boxes from around 30 booths. There is a 

need to curb such menace and the evil of corruption should be 

strongly battled out so that elections should be impartial and 

tumult free. Still there is a requirement for secured voting 

ambience that the people can entrust upon. Also the technology 

used should be solvent enough to be able to contemplate 

supporting every citizens need. Highlight the hurdles faced by 

Indian Elect ions exp licitly and necessary steps undertaken by the 

Election Commission of India to mitigate the acts of voter 

deception. The electoral process across the globe in nutshell. the 

architecture of the proposed system and flowcharts and 

schematics diagrams. Elaborates with the hardware and the 

software requirement specifically. Advantages and future scope 

along with the applicat ions. 
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EXS ISTING S YSTEM 

Voters are Verified using Voter’s ID only. Recasting & Proxy  

Voting is unfortunately irreversib le in Real-t ime.  

 

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOS ED S YSTEM 

 

In this proposed scheme, each authorized user will have an RFID 

card containing the baseline informat ion. This information is 

kept obscured by encapsulation process and the information can 

be manipulated at the initial set up procedure. The RFID cards if 

held closer to the proximity range of the RFID reader (EM-18), 

it retrieves the data from the card and passes the information to 

the micro-controller. At the first level of security bio-metrics is 

enforced. So the user first has to place his thumb on the scanner, 

if the fingerprint matches with the stored template, then only the 

system will permit to move to the next level of authentication. 

Otherwise a message will be displayed ‘please try again’. Then 

the user will have to show the RFID card which has a unique 

encapsulated code to recognize the person’s identity. If any 

mis match occurs, or the system is tried to access more than once 

by the same person, the buzzer will start beeping and raise an 

alarm and the LCD will deliver a message ‘invalid credentials’. 

After the second level of authentication is being approved by the 

system, an SMS will be generated to the registered number and 

enroll that person as a registered user. Finally the authorized 

admin is fully in-control and ensure that the elections are held in 

a fair manner and provides semblance to the citizens. In case of 

being dubious about a person’s identity, the details can be 

tracked down and ensures rigging free voting. As multi-stratum 

levels of security are there, it is evincing that no fraud or 

malevolent tendencies will be entertained. Finally, after being 

evaluated a person’s identity in the 3 layers of control access, the 

user is being directed to a web based portal where he chooses the 

candidate of his choice and submits the vote. With each 

incrementing vote a database is maintained to store the overall 

count of votes. Then on the day of election results, the admin can 

access the database which is encrypted and password protected 

and announces the results. In case of being dubious about a 

person’s identity, the details can be tracked down and ensures 

rigging-free voting. As multi stratum levels of security are there, 

it is evincing that no fraud is allowed in this system. If any 

candidate has any doubt on the results declared, the system is 

also enabled to get the total of the votesthe particular candidate 

got along at what instant time without revealing the voter’s 

identity.  

 

 
Figure.1. Architecture of the Proposed System 

 

IV. MODULES  

 

1.US ER REGIS TRATION 

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is the wireless use 

of electromagnetic fields to transfer data.  for the purposes of 

automatically identifying and tracking tags attached to objects. 

The tags contain electronically stored informat ion. The 

informat ion contained within an RFID tag’s electronic chip 

depends on its application. It may be a unique identifier. Here 

first the User wants to create an account using RFID and then 

only they are allowed to access the Network. Once the User 

creates an account, they are allowed to login into their account to 

access the application. Based on the User’s request, the Server 

will respond to the User. All the User details will be stored in the 

Database of the Server.  
 

2. VOTING S ERVER  

The Server will store the entire voter’s information in their 

database and verify them if required. Also the   Server will store 

the entire voter’s information in their database. Also the Server 

has to establish the connection to communicate with the Users. 

The Server will update the each new voter’s updating in its 

database. The Server will authenticate each voter by RFID and 

finger print before they access the Application. So  that the 

Server will store the RFID and finger print of every voter in the 

server .so that the user can access the application. 
 

3. FINGER PRINT & RFID AUTHENTICATION 

In we use microcontroller to communicated the finger print and 

RFID authentication so the people can independently cast the 

vote ,there will be no duplication or proxy of vote will be casted, 

election commission has validate the these authentication 

method and allow the user to cast the vote. 
 

4. TOUCH PANEL VOTING S YSTEM 

This is an electronic voting system using microcontroller. The 

main objective of this project is to develop an embedded system, 

which is an electronic voting machine using touch panel. 
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5.SECURED VOTE CAS TING  

In this secured vote casting method, for security we implemented 

two this first method is RFID based authentication i.e. user will 

have RFID and second method finger print based authentication, 

these two are used to cast the vote so when the user file is vote 

the two authentication is done after that only the vote casted 

otherwise it will wont cast.  

 

6.ANNOUNCEMENT OF RES ULTS  

In this announcement of results is done in that day itself because 

our deployed sever will calculated the vote casted by 

authenticating the RFID and finger print and it will be calculated 

for all polit ical parties who has registered for elect ion. 

 

V. CONCLUS ION 

 

In this paper, we address the problem of performing accurate 

vehicle speed estimation in urban environments to support 

pervasive vehicular applications. We employ smart phone 

sensors to sense natural driv ing conditions to achieve high 

estimation accuracy. In particu lar, we proposed vehicle speed 

estimation system called Sensed to identify three useful 

reference points, including making turns, vehicle stopping, and 

passing through uneven road surfaces, to measure and eliminate 

the errors caused by directly using phone’s accelerometer 

readings for speed estimation. The key insight is that natural 

driving conditions present unique features and can be exploited 

to enable accurate real-time vehicle speed estimation. 
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